I -Introduction and Background Introduction
Morguard Investments Ltd v De Savoye was the most significant Canadian judgment in conflict of laws in last millennium this talk highlights ten ways in which the law is changing in response to the Morguard jurisprudence each section provides a brief description of the change, followed by references to illustrative cases and practice points Caveats: the ten areas of change discussed are far from exhaustive of the changes underway . a fuller explanation for the background to some of the points is contained in other current or forthcoming articles some of the points are more speculative than others and so remain to be tested in actual cases
Background
The Supreme Court of Canada sf our key cases:
Morguard Investments Ltd De Savoye (1990) 3 SCR 1077 the court removed the attornment defence by holding that default judgments were enforceable against defendants served outside the forum who had not consented to the authority of the courts. The court based this important change on newly recognized constitutional requirements for interprovincial comity and on the needs of modem cross-border commerce Amchem British Columbia (Workers ' Compensation Board) (1993) 1 SCR 897 -the court reviewed the doctrine offorum non conveniens and clarified the tests for stays and injunctions. The court said the plaintiffs potential loss of a legitimate personal or juridical advantage was just another factor to be weighed along with the comparative extent of the connections between the matter and the alternative fora Hunt T&N pic (1993) 3 SCR 289 -the court held that a provincial blocking statute was constitutionally inapplicable to litigation in another province and that the courts of the province in which the litigation was impaired were competent to determine this. The court emphasized the role of the provincial superior courts in respect of Canada s essentially unitary court system, and it confirmed that the Morguard principles were constitutional principles Tolofson Jensen (1994) 4 SCR 1022 -the court held that the law of the place where a tort occurred must govern all cases in which the tort has occurred in Canada and this would include the limitation provisions of that law. Canadian federalism required legal certainty with respect to which law would apply to any given case regardless of where (i. , in which province) the matter was to be decided. The court left the possibility open that there might be cases with connections to other countries in which the courts might apply some law other than that of the place where the tort occurred II -Jurisdiction the constitutional test for jurisdiction established in Morguard (based on a "real and substantial connection" with the forum) has encouraged some to treat court jurisdiction as territorially defined as discussed in the first two sections below, two kinds of cases have emerged that demonstrate the limits of this interpretation of "real and substantial connection" test 1. Constitutional determinations of jurisdiction should not impede access to justice the first kind of case involves personal injury plaintiffs who serve defendants in another province in claims based on injuries that occurred in the other province some courts have dismissed these claims as beyond their constitutional jurisdiction because there was no real and substantial connection between the matter and the province even though in some instances this could effectively deprive the plaintiffs of access to justice this approach to the real and substantial connection test emphasizes territoriality as an absolute limit to judicial competence (treating it the same as provincial legislative on the grounds that it would unjustly deprive the plaintiff of a legitimate personal or juridical advantage when staying proceedings in favour of another forum , courts will increasingly be asked to consider whether this would effectively deny the plaintiff access to justice. A key question in the next few years for the courts will be: "When should the courts allow someone to sue in a less convenient forum?" it will also be necessary for the courts to develop mechanisms to assist defendants incapable of defending in distant fora since the outcome seems to be capable of being influenced by whether the issues are framed as those of jurisdiction simpliciter or forum non conveniens astute counsel will consider not only the decisions based on one or the other of these aspects , but also the underlying facts and the practical effect of the outcome 2. Constitutional determinations of jurisdiction should accommodate the parties agreements the second kind of case demonstrating the weakness of the logic underlying a strictly territorial approach to jurisdiction is one in which the parties ' agreement, either before or after litigation has been commenced, can affect the court's determination that it should exercise or decline jurisdiction if the parties can, through their agreement, establish jurisdiction where there otherwise would not be jurisdiction under the real and substantial connection test , or if they can prevent an exercise of jurisdiction where the court would otherwise have jurisdiction under the real and substantial connection test, then the strictly territorial interpretation of the test must be flawed unless it is accepted that parties can contract out of constitutional requirements the parties' consent at the time of litigation to litigate the matter in the forum in which it has been commenced is almost always decisive . and, the parties' agreement in advance is generally decisive subject to verification of the agreement and to exceptions based on contract law regarding the fairness ofthe bargain the courts have retained the right to review exclusive jurisdiction clauses precluding them from exercising jurisdiction where the agreement would prevent access to justice as commercial parties become more generally more sophisticated with jurisdiction clauses these clauses should be subject to review only for failure of the bargain Practice Point increasingly, no matter is too inconsequential, no order too interlocutory for enforcement in another province but, it is hoped that mechanisms will be developed for defendants to challenge the exercise of jurisdiction or to defend effectively from a distance Will this trend soon extend to interprovincial enforcement of orders for specific performance and injunctions (i. , other than
Mareva injunctions)?
5. Foreign judgments: Canadian rules for declining to enforce judgments based on the foreign public law exception are changing indicia of whether the foreign public law exception to enforcement shou1c apply once included that the claimant was a foreign government and that it received the award recently the Ontario courts reasoned that such indicia might not be decisive in that a claim by a foreign government might just be a remedial procedural means for facilitating collective recovery in what was substantially a private law cause of action the correlative situation remains to be considered: What about claims in which statutory provisions regulating criminal or quasi-criminal conduct include private rights of action and give claimants the benefit of deeming provisions and other means of assistance in proof of their claim and multiple or punitive damages and legal fees?
To what extent is this concern reducible to a concern about the quantum of damages, and if , should we develop some means, legislative or common law, for preventing recovery that is clearly not compensatory? Practice Point although it can still be unclear which of fraud, natural justice or public policy, should apply to a given case, Canadian courts are beginning to sense the necessity of a "judicial 'sniff-test'" for claims that, in the totality of the circumstances, should not be enforced Practice Point
Illustrative Caselaw

IV -Choice of Law
. A new, fairer rule will ultimately need to be developed perhaps one based on the relationship between the parties (doctor-patient, consumer-manufacturer, etc). The law indicated by the parties' relationship might often coincide with the lex loci but where it did not, it would prevail. In cases in which there was no definable relationship between the parties, the lex loci would apply v -Contract Drafting and Opinion Writing Practice Point
It is increasingly important to determine the precise effect on litigation that a jurisdiction clause will have when proposing or accepting particular terms
